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Abstract

The structures of Fast Reactors (FRs) are subjected to high temperatures and their
design is checked mainly against elastic rules. The aim of this paper is to study the influence
of uncertainties in material properties on creep-fatigue assessment according to the elastic
route of the RCC-MR code, so as to evaluate the subsequent margins. This work has been
conducted by FRAMATOME, in cooperation with GEC, NNC and SIEMENS, in the frame
of the activities of the Working Group on Codes and standards of DG XI/C (Nuclear Safety
of Installations). The material considered is the 316L(N) austenitic stainless steel (RCC-MR
IS type material). The work is divided into two phases: the first one consists of the
identification of the scatterband of material properties used in the elastic creep-fatigue
assessment route of the RCC-MR code and the second of the study of the influence of the
scatter on the results of elastic calculations and creep-fatigue assessment, with the aim to
evaluate the difference in lifetime as a function of the set of material properties used and the
relative importance of each material property. The lattest will be based on one example of
application typical of FRs structures. The example chosen consists of a plate to shell junction
subjected to a thermal transient. Calculations are carried out using design material properties,
mean material properties and properties leading to minimum and maximum life duration.
Results of creep-fatigue analyses with material properties leading to minimum life duration
are shown to be similar to those with design material properties, giving results of the same
order of magnitude. Results with mean material properties and properties leading to
maximum life duration exhibit significant margins compared to design analyses. Sensitivity
analyses carried out on the basis of the maximum and minimum material property values
show that properties which are the most significant for creep-fatigue assessment are the Sr

curves, the K, factor, the creep law as well as the cyclic curves. The influence of the fatigue
curves was not significant in the benchmark considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this work is to study the influence of uncertainties in material properties on
elastic calculations and creep-fatigue assessment according to the RCC-MR code [1], so as
to evaluate the subsequent margins. The material considered is the 316L(N) material
(RCC-MR IS type material).

The work is divided into two parts:

Identification of the scatterband of material properties used in the analysis,
Study of the influence of the scatter on the results of elastic calculations and creep-

fatigue assessment, with the aim to evaluate the margins and the relative importance of each
material property. This part is based on one example typical of FRs structures.

The companies participating to this work were: FRAMATOME, GEC, NNC and
SIEMENS [2].
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2. IDENTIFICATION OF THE SCATTERBAND OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The material properties used in the elastic creep-fatigue analyses according to the
RCC-MR code are the following:

YOUNG'S modulus E,
Poisson's ratio v,
mean coefficient of thermal expansion am,
Yield strength Ro.oo2>
cyclic curves (and the strain enhancement coefficients K£ and K, defined with them),
fatigue curves,
symmetrisation factor K,,
creep stress to rupture Sr,
creep laws.

The following sections identify the scatterband of each material property and provide
the background to this identification.

2.1. YOUNG'S modulus E

The data bank of Young's Modulus of the 316L(N) austenitic stainless steel comprises
static measurements using large gauge length tensile specimens taken from 3 plates
corresponding to 3 casts of 316L(N) steel at temperatures from 20 °C to 750 °C: a total
number of 61 results are included in the data bank.

There is not enough data (7 or 6 per temperature) to calculate significant standard
deviations at the different temperatures. In addition, the width of the scatterband is similar
at 400 °C, 500 °C, 600 °C and 700 °C (12 or 13.103 MPa) and is accidently smaller at
20 °C. As a consequence, no attempt was made to define a temperature dependent standard
deviation.

The analysis of the results of Young's Modulus versus temperature was performed
using linear regression and a 90 % confidence scatterband was established statistically. The
corresponding upper bound and lower bound values are given in table I in addition to the
RCC-MR values.

The present RCC-MR values of the Young's Modulus are in this scatterband but rather
in the upper half part. This is due to the difference in the data base. The RCC-MR mean
curve was derived from data or casts of grades 316L (PHENIX) and ICL 167 CN fabricated
prior to the specification of 316L(N) steel. Today, these data are excluded from the 316L(N)
data base. Nevertheless, the analysis indicates that the difference in the Young's Modulus
between 316L(N) steel (present data base) and 316L steel (ICL 167 CN data) is not
statistically significant.

TABLE I. YOUNG'S MODULUS E (103 MPa)

0(°C)

RCC-MR
Upper bound
Lower bound

20

192
197.5
179.4

100

186
191.1
173.1

200

178
183.1
165.3

300

170
175.2
157.5

400

161
167.3
149.6

500

153
159.4
141.7

600

145
151.5
133.8
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2.2. POISSON's ratio v

There are some doubts about the physical reality of the measured variability of
Poisson's ratio for the following reasons:

The Poisson's ratio is obtained by comparison of the measurement of two elastic strains
or of two velocities of sonic waves and this is not very accurate,
As the value of Poisson's ratio for plasticity is 0.5, if microplasticity is not fully
avoided during the measurement, a value higher than the elastic one will be obtained.

The Poisson's ratio will be therefore considered equal to 0.3 without any material
variability.

2.3. Mean coefficient of thermal expansion aa

Available data for the mean coefficient of thermal expansion am between 20 °C and
6 °C are given:

by the RCC-MR for 316L(N) steel,
by the RCC-M for 316L and 316 steels,
by the code case N47 of ASME for 316 steel.

A realistic estimation of the scatterband of the values of am can not be obtained from
these data for the following reasons:

RCC-MR curve was established from the data measured for a particular cast,
RCC-M values are mean values of some published data excluding handbook data,
ASME CC N47 values are also mean values derived from another group of published
data.

The scatter of published data has been examined formerly by FRAMATOME in the
case of 304 steel. The width of the scatterband of the data was 1.5 10^ /K at 400 °C as well
as at 200 °C and did not appear to be temperature dependent.

As only one cast of 316L(N) steel was tested, there is no proof that the scatter of the
values for am is reduced in comparison to that observed with 316 or 304 steel.

Therefore, it was proposed to use for the upper bound and lower bound values of the
mean coefficient of thermal expansion those which are derived from the mean coefficient of
thermal expansion am given by the RCC-MR code and a width of ± 0.75 10^/K at all
temperatures from 20°C to 600°C: the corresponding values are given in table II.

TABLE n. MEAN COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION o. (10*/K)

0(°C) 20 100 200 300 400 500 600

RCC-MR 15.90 16.4 17.00 17.5 17.9 18.3 18.7
Upper bound 16.65 17.15 17.75 18.25 18.65 19.05 19.45
Lower bound 15.15 15.65 16.25 16.75 17.15 17.55 17.95
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2.4. Yield strength R ^

The yield strength Ro ̂  is only used for the calculation of the symmetrisation factor
K,. The scatterband defined for K, will be established considering the mean value of the yield
strength and as a consequence no scatterband is provided in the present study for Roan.

2.5. Cyclic curves

The definition of a scatterband is based on the results of a CEC study for which results
of 260 low cycle fatigue tests on 316L(N) from EDF, CEA, UNIREC, ECOLE DES
MINES, AEA and IA have been collected and evaluated to describe the cycling hardening
behaviour. Data comprise test results on five different casts. Test temperatures were the
following (number of tests given in brackets): 20 °C (16), 450 °C (10), 550 °C (69),
600 °C (134), 650 °C (22) and 700 °C (9), i.e. 80 % of the tests are at the two temperatures
of 550 and 600 °C.

In the CEC study only scatterbands for each cast at a certain test temperature had been
determined, but no overall scatterband for 316L(N). For cyclic data at 550 and 600 °C, it
can be shown that most of the data fall within a scatterband of ± 10 %. This is also true for
small strain amplitudes. It is therefore suggested that upper bound / lower bound cyclic
curves are determined by dividing / multiplying the mean stress values from RCC-MR curve
by a factor of 1.1. Since there are no indications for a temperature dependency of the
scatterband, this factor applies for all temperatures.

The corresponding equations (elastoplastic equivalent strain range Aê  as a function of the

equivalent stress range ACF ) are given below:

a/ Mean cyclic curves

with K = 718 and m = 0.319.

b/ Upper bound cyclic curves

A?; [%] = 100

c/ Lower bound cyclic curves

2 (1 • v) _Ao + I Ao lM*
3E " 1.1 I K . 1.1,

. A ? . 1.1
3E

2.6. Fatigue curves

The RCC-MR fatigue design curves for 316L(N) austenitic steel were obtained from
average strain controlled fatigue curves recommended by the EFR R&D community and
derived from a statistical analysis of an extensive number of continuous cycling fatigue
results using the multiple regression method [3]. The high cycle part was completed by
extrapolation and smoothing giving continuous curves between 102 and 10*.
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In deriving the fatigue design curves the following approach was used :

Introduce factors of 2 on total strain range ( Al ) and 20 on number of cycles (N),

Lowering the high cycle part of the curve by introducing a factor equal to 1.3/1.5 at
109 cycles and 1 at 10 cycles to be consistent with the RCC-MR definition of equivalent
strain (RB 3227.9) from the Von Mises equivalent strain range (the factor 1.3/1.5
accounts for the increase of the Poisson's ratio from 0.3 in the elastic regime to 0.5 in
the low cycle fatigue regime).

These curves are not to be used for stress controlled situations with cycle numbers in
excess of 10*.

ASME have published design curves in code case N47 [4] at temperatures between
100°F and BOOT. A single curve is given to represent the behaviour between 538 °C and
650 °C. At RT the agreement between the ASME and RCC-MR curves is good, however
at 550 °C the present RCC-MR curves predict higher endurances.

The statistical method of [3] does not yield confidence limits to the data. However,
visual inspection of the data about the best fit curves suggested that the scatter is
approximately ± 25 % on strain range.

For definition of upper and lower bounds to the average data the ± 25 % scatterband
has been used. To obtain smoothed curves the ± 25 % scatterband has also been used to
complete the high cycle fatigue part.

For corresponding average, upper and lower bound fatigue curves for the sensitivity
calculations some further adjustment is required at the high cycle part to be consistent with
the RCC-MR definition of equivalent strain by introducing a factor 1.3/1.5 at 10' cycles. The
resulting fatigue curves are shown in figure 1 at 550°C.
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FIG. 1. Fatigue curves at 550'C
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2.7. Symmetrisation factor K,

The symmetrisation factor K, is used in the RCC-MR code for the estimation of the
equivalent stress (denoted ffj during hold time for creep-fatigue damage assessment. The K,
coefficient accounts for the possible symmetrisation along the stress axis of the stress-strain
loops under large loadings. It is given as a function of the ratio:

R = —
2

where:

(Raoa (e *)),*, *s ^ e minimum yield stress at temperature 6* (maximum temperature

during hold time),

Aa* is the stress range corresponding to the elastoplastic strain range ( A7 r t, ̂  on the

cyclic curve.

K, factor for the 316L(N) SS has been established on the basis of the following type of
tests (performed at 550 °C and 600 °C):

cycling with a given strain range Aet after monotonic prestraining at a""1"1 (tests A),
cycling with a given strain range Ae, after cyclic prestraining at Asl"^M (tests B),
cycling between 0 and Ae, (tests C).

The K, curve recommended in the RCC-MR code is an upper bound of the experimental
values obtained from tests A and C. Data from tests B were not taken into account because:

cyclic prestrainings (Ae,™^ = 1.96 % or 1.2 %) were considered as unrealistic when
compared to service cycles,
observed Aaexp values deviated from Aa values calculated with the mean cyclic curve.

Experimental values of Ks obtained with test B would be above the present K$ curve.

The RCC-MR curve is in fact the upper bound of tests A and points from tests C
correspond principally to K, = 0.5. Type A tests are known to have more severe loading
conditions than type C tests whereas type C tests are likely to be more representative of
actual loading conditions that may occur on a FR component.

Due to the low number of data points, it is not possible to propose upper bound,
average and lower bound curves defined statistically.

However, in order to be able to study the sensitivity of elastic analyses to the Ks curve,
it is proposed to define a lower bound curve based on tests C. The corresponding curve is
defined by the following formula :

* 12 { R

The resulting curve is shown in figure 2. This curve should also be used as a mean
curve when studying the influence of the scatter of material properties.
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FIG. 2. Ks Symmetrisation curves

2.8. Stress to rupture Sr

The collected data are at 550 °C and comprise 137 data points corresponding to
different casts. The data have been collected from a 1986 edition of the French GTM data
base, from recent WGCS AG2/AG3 reports and from internal UK sources.

The study of the data shows a preponderance of high-stress data points above the
RCC-MR average curve and a preponderance of low-stress data points below this curve. This
would indicate a steeper mean curve than given by RCC-MR. On the other hand, closer
examination of the data suggests that the stronger casts tend to have been tested at the higher
stresses and that the trends of variation for each individual cast (or, at least, for those having
a fairly broad range of stress-levels) are roughly parallel with the RCC-MR curves. The
indication, therefore, is that (a) the RCC-MR gives a reasonable picture of the determinate
dependance of stress for each cast, (b) the overall scatter is largely due to cast-to-cast
variability and (c) there is also some degree of random scatter within each cast.

The analysis of the data shows a mean curve which differs by only about 5 % from the
RCC-MR mean curve. Even if a more precise estimate can be proposed, it is recommended
that the average and minimum properties of RCC-MR should be retained unchanged, namely
minimum property equal to Sr

lve(tr)/l .25. With regard to the maximum property, equal widths
of upper and lower scatterbands (on a logarithmic stress-plot) would indicate a choice of
1.25 Sr"

ve(t,.). This is rather high compared with the precise evaluation for the maximum
property but not excessively so and is recommended for simplicity.

As noted at the beginning of the paragraph, the collected data are at 550 °C. It is
however reasonable to extend the proposed scatterband to temperatures around 550 °C
relevant for the benchmark case to be studied in the second part of the work.
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2.9. Creep laws

The available data-base is at 550 °C. The casts concerned are a subset of those studied
in 2.8.

The RCC-MR creep law is expressed in terms of the following quantities:

ef primary creep strain
tjp time to the end of primary creep
SHJ, creep strain at the end of primary creep

ij secondary/minimum creep-rate

Due to the complexity of the formulation of the primary creep strain (which is
dependent on the hold time, stress and temperature), it is decided to study the scatter on the
last three quantities and to deduce from them the upper and lower bound formulations for the
primary creep strain.

The selection of tests in the data base was therefore simply in terms of those for which
at least one of the last three quantities could be identified. In all, the number of available data
points amounted to:

for 1
for i

for

£ffp

*/

: 25
: 18

: 35

The available data have been studied imposing the RCC-MR prediction as the mean
value and this led to the following upper and lower estimates:

a/ time to the end of primary creep

t£" / tj™"1" = 10.422

C 1 / tg0'"* = 0.0960

b/ creep strain at the end of primary creep

e^/e^ c - M R = 7.0754

• ? / e g 0 1 " = 0.1413

c/ secondary/minimum creep-rate

. • a x . .RCC-MR
I I Z

/ if*"1" = 0.1519
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The upper and lower estimates (with the RCC-MR predictions as imposed means), and
the RCC-MR formulae, are compared with the available data and, with the exception of a
single point, the data are contained by the estimates. Note however that only in the case of
the secondary/minimum creep rate, are the data points evenly clustered around the RCC-MR
line. In the other cases the data values tend to be some 50 % greater than predicted by
RCC-MR.

At the relatively high stress levels of most of the data it is permissible to accept that
the trends of change with respect to stress are reasonably predicted by the RCC-MR lines.
It is however shown that the RCC-MR law, though fairly satisfactory as a numerical
representation of most of the available 550 °C data, is probably misleading in terms of
extrapolation to stress-levels of 100 MPa or below.

Even so, it may be observed that, though the low-stress predictions are on the
unconservative side for the secondary/minimum creep they are conservative for the maximum
primary creep strain and the two effects would tend to balance out. On the other hand, the
time-scale of primary creep appears to be excessively predicted at low stresses so that the
compensating effect of excessively predicted maximum primary creep need not come into
play at relevant time scales.

As far as the scatterband on the primary creep strain is concerned, it should be lower
than that of the creep strain at the end of primary creep and the latter should be used
conservatively for the primary creep strain.

The collected data are at 550 °C. It is however reasonable to extend the proposed
scatterband to temperatures around 550 CC relevant for the benchmark case to be studied in
the second part of the work.

The scatterbands recommended in this paragraph are rather broad. This is partly due
to inherent cast-to cast variability but is considered also to be influenced by the basic stress-
dependencies of the creep law having only moderate accuracy.

It is strongly recommended that such stress-dependencies should be re-examined in
terms of data available since the original issue of the creep law. It is considered that a
revised law would make it much easier to deal confidently with low-stressed creeping regions
and, moreover, would allow narrower scatter bands to be adopted at higher stresses.

3. DATA TO BE USED FOR STUDYING THE INFLUENCE OF THE SCATTER

Four classes of data are defined:

design data,
mean data,
data for minimum behaviour (leading to minimum life time),
data for maximum behaviour (leading to maximum life time).

It is to be noted that, for the last two categories, the choice has been made to define
these sets of data without taking into account any relation between the material properties but
considering them independently with the objective to maximise or minimise the life time.

The following sections explain how these sets of data have been derived.
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3.1. Design data

Design data are those recommended in appendix A3. IS of the RCC-MR Code [1].

3.2. Mean data

Mean data are those recommended in the RCC-MR Code except:

the fatigue curves which are those described in 2.6,
K, factor whose values are recommended 2.7.

3.3. Data for minimum behaviour (minimum life time)

The data for minimum behaviour consist of the following:

upper bound Young's modulus,
Poisson's ratio equal to 0.3,
upper bound mean coefficient of thermal expansion,
mean 0.2% yield strength,
upper bound cyclic curves
K£ coefficient based on the lower bound values of the cyclic curves (it is assumed here
conservatively that the part of the cyclic curve to be used for the NEUBER correction
is close to the lower bound cyclic curve whereas the part of the cyclic curve to be used

for the calculation of A a' is close to the upper bound cyclic curve),

K, coefficient based as Kc on the lower bound values of the cyclic curves,
lower bound fatigue curves,
K, factor as recommended in the RCC-MR code,
creep stress to rupture Sr as recommended in the RCC-MR code,
creep strain law derived from that given in RCC-MR after having taken into account
scatterbands defined in 2.9. By considering that the benchmark studied in the second
part of the work should remain in the primary creep regime, the modifications
compared to RCC-MR law consists in multiplying C, by the ratio between the lower
estimate of the creep strain at the end of primary creep and the RCC-MR corresponding

It is to be noted that the corresponding coefficients will minimise stress relaxation and
will therefore maximise the creep damage. The same coefficients should also be used
for calculating the creep strain increment and thereafter the fatigue damage when
performing the creep-fatigue analyses leading to maximum lifetime.

It is to be noted that the Young's modulus which is used in the formula defining the
cyclic curves and in those used for the relaxation law is chosen as the mean Young's modulus
in order to avoid to cumulate at the same time the scatter on the cyclic curves and that on
the Young's modulus.
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3.4. Data for maximum behaviour (maximum life time)

The data for maximum behaviour consist of the following:

lower bound Young's modulus,
Poisson's ratio equal to 0.3,
lower bound mean coefficient of thermal expansion,
mean 0.2% yield strength,
lower bound cyclic curves
Ke coefficient based on the upper bound values of the cyclic curves,
K, coefficient based as Kr on the upper bound values of the cyclic curves,
upper bound fatigue curves,
lower bound symmetrisation factor Ks,
creep stress to rupture as recommended in the RCC-MR code but multiplied by a factor
1.252 as recommended in 2.8,
creep strain law as described in 3.3. but multiplying Ci from RCC-MR by

~EL - 70754 •
4. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION

The following sections provide a complete description of the example, as well as the
results of the corresponding design analysis.

4.1. Description of the example

The example of application chosen for studying the influence of the scatter of material
properties is representative of geometry and loads met in FRs structures. It consists of a
plate-to-shell junction of a type equivalent to that used in the above core structure of FRs.
The geometry is shown in figure 3. The structure is only subjected to a thermal load.

The material considered is the 316 L(N) stainless steel corresponding to IS type
material as defined in the RCC-MR code.

4.2.Thermal boundary conditions and thermal load

The structure is divided into three zones (see figure 3):

zone 1
zone 2
zone 3

AB,
CD,
EF.

The heat transfer coefficient applied on these three zones is h = 5 000 W/m2 °C typical
of Na-stainless steel exchanges. Adiabatic conditions are applied on BC and FA extremities.

The load cycle considered consists of a thermal transient, a start-up and an hold period
at 0 = 560 °C. The thermal transient consists of a hot shock and a cold shock. The Na
temperatures applied on zones 1 to 3 are provided in table III. It is to be noted that this
thermal transient is a fictitious one and that it should lead to stresses higher than those
obtained in a real structure. It is assumed that the start-up does not contribute to the stress
range.
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inner radius = 2000 mm

FIG. 3. Geometry of the plate-to-shell junction

A "

2000 mm

Uy = 0

TABLE m. DESCRIPTION OF THE THERMAL LOAD (6^ in 'C)

time (s) Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

0
50
100
200
350
600

560
580
550
500
450
400

560
580
510
460
430
400

560
580
530
480
440
400

4.3. Mechanical boundary conditions

The boundary conditions applied for the mechanical calculations consist of a restraint
vertical displacement (Uy = 0) at the lowest extremity of the structure.

4.4. Data for creep-fatigue analysis

The data to be used for the creep-fatigue assessment are the following:

Number of occurrences N ^ = 500 cycles.
Temperature at operating conditions 6* = 560 °C.
Hold time per cycle Tm = 350 hours.
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4.5. Thermal and thennomechanical calculations

Thermal and thermomechanical calculations have been carried out with SYSTUS
computer code [5].

Physical properties taken into account for the thermal calculations are the following :

thermal conductivity X = 20.10"3 W/mmK
specific heat Cp= 560 J/KgK
density p = 7.8 10^ kg/mm3.

The elastic calculations are carried out on the basis of the temperature fields of the
thermal calculations and using the RCC-MR material properties [1]. The maximum stress
range is obtained in the upper groove ring (see figure 4) between instants t = 50 s and

t = 200 s. The value of stress range obtained is Xo = 245.4 MPa.

4.6. Results of the creep-fatigue assessment

The creep-fatigue assessment is performed according to RCC-MR RB 3260. The results
are the following:

creep usage fraction W = 3.31,
fatigue usage fraction V = 0.01,

which leads to the allowable number of cycles Nr = 150 cycles.

A 3B

\

1

B **

C 13

0 17

E 27

•+ ' *

X "

(MPa)

FIG. 4. Von Mises equivalent stress range
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5. STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE SCATTER OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES

This step consists in comparing the results of:

elastic calculations,
creep-fatigue assessments,

using material properties corresponding to:

design values,
mean values,
minimum behaviour values ("minimum" material properties),
maximum behaviour values ("maximum" material properties).

For the example considered, the results obtained with design material properties are not
significantly different from those with "minimum" values (see table IV). Taking into account
the accuracy when determining the scatter on material properties, it can only be stated that
both results are of the same order of magnitude.

Analyses carried out with mean and "maximum" material properties exhibit significant
margins compared to the design case. The decrease of the creep usage factor is greater than
97 % with mean material properties compared to the design analysis and is greater than 99 %
with "maximum" material properties.

TABLE IV. INFLUENCE OF THE SCATTER OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Ao (MPa)

A^pi <*)

ak (MPa)

A7 (%)
W

V

Nr = f(W,V)
(cycles)(**)

Design
material

properties

245.4

0.168

149.0

0.207

3.31

0.01

150

(*) Values of percentage in the

(**\ Fnr V <- W N ^

Mean
material

properties

245.4

0.168

117.1

0.185

0.09

0

5 800

table correspc

Nocc

(*)

0

0

-21.4

-10.6

-97.4

-100

3 767

X

"Minimum"
material

properties

265.3

0.193

157.4

0.312

3.95

0.01

126

(*)

8.1

14.7

5.6

50.9

19.4

4.7

-16

00 where

"Maximum"
material

properties

219.4

0.145

113.0

0.148

0.005

0

102 017

X - Ao, Ac

(*)

-10.6

-13.6

-24.2

-28.6

-99.8

- 100

67 911

7/3
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6. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

The aim of these analyses is to evaluate the relative importance of each factor. For this
purpose, each material property (E, a, ...) is set the one after the other to its "minimum"
and "maximum" values whereas other properties are set to the mean values and results are
compared with the analysis with mean material properties.

The conclusions of the sensitivity analyses, for what concerns the plate-to-shell junction
example, are the following:

Influence on the stress at the beginning of the hold period ak

Material properties which have the most significant effect on ak are the cyclic curves
(+ 10 %/- 1.9 % compared to results with mean values) and the K, factor
(+ 22.7 %/0 %). It is to be noted that "maximum" material properties have less effect
than "minimum" values. This is due to the Ks factor which is saturated at 0.5 in the
latter case.

Influence on the total equivalent strain range Ac

Material properties which have the most significant effect on Ac are the K, factor
(+ 9.5 %/0 %) and the creep law (+ 23.4 %/- 7.5 %).

Influence on the creep usage fraction W

The most significant material properties for the creep usage fraction W are the cyclic
curves (+ 75.4 %/- 11.1 %), the K, factor (+ 222.7 %/0 %), the creep law (32.6 % /
-68.5 %) and the Sr curves (378.7 % /-79.2 %).
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FIG. 5. Influence of the material properties on W
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Figure 5 shows the relative importance of the different material properties.

Influence on the fatigue usage fraction V

The benchmark case which is considered do not enable to draw conclusions as regards
the fatigue usage fraction. It is however obvious that material properties which have a

significant effect on Ae , as well as fatigue curves, will have a significant effect on V.

Influence on the allowable number of cycles Nr

Due to the low level of fatigue damage, material properties significant for the allowable
number of cycles Nr are the same than those listed for the creep usage fraction W.

7. COMPLEMENTARY ANALYSES : INFLUENCE OF THE SCATTER OF MATERIAL
PROPERTIES IN THE INSIGNIFICANT CREEP REGIME

The benchmark studied previously concerns a case for which the creep damage is
predominant against the fatigue damage.

Academic fatigue analyses have been performed in the insignificant creep regime at

6 = 425*C and with Ta = 400, 500 and 600 MPa (without primary load).

Calculations carried out with material properties leading to minimum life time lead to
results with significant margins compared to those carried out with design material
properties. The margin is all the more important that the stress range considered corresponds
to the high cycle fatigue regime. The increase in the allowable number of cycles is ranging
between 227% to 2754% compared to the design case.

8. FUTURE WORK

(i) The study considered the influence of the scatter of material properties without taking
into account any relation between these material properties. A more refined study could
show more margins between creep-fatigue analyses with material data leading to
minimum life time and design analyses.

(ii) This work could be completed with a real benchmark for which fatigue damage is
significant. A LWR case could be considered with either the RCC-MR or the RCC-M
analyses.

(iii) The study considered the effects of material property variation using elastic analysis.
A sensitivity study on the effect of mean, minimum and maximum material property
variation is underway for an inelastic analysis which is expected to complement these
results.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

The influence of the scatter of material properties has been studied covering two phases.
The first phase consisted of the definition of design, minimum, mean and maximum material
property data required for the RCC-MR elastic route code assessment. The second phase
covered sensitivity assessment of these different property values when applied to the RCC-
MR elastic creep-fatigue route. For the lattest, a benchmark case representative to FRs
structures and loadings has been studied

Creep-fatigue analyses were carried out using design material properties, mean material
properties and properties leading to minimum and maximum lives. The results of the design
and minimum life assessment were shown to be similar giving results of the same order of
magnitude. Results with mean material properties and properties leading to maximum life
duration exhibited significant margins compared to design analyses.

The sensitivity analyses carried out on the basis of the maximum and minimum material
property values showed that properties which are the most significant for creep-fatigue
assessment are in the order of importance:

the Sr curves,
the K, factor (except for high level of stress ranges for which the symmetrisation factor
would be saturated at 0.5 value),
the creep law,
the cyclic curves.

The influence of the fatigue curves was not investigated due to the type of benchmark
studied. It is however obvious that this is also an important material data for creep-fatigue
assessment.
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